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Autumn Ladies Tresses Orchid. Habitat in Sandpit, natural size and close-up views (insets).

ORCHIDS IN THE SANDPIT

Five species of orchid occur on Midhurst Common: Broad-leaved Helleborine, Common
Spotted Orchid, Twayblade, Bee Orchid and Violet Helleborine. This September one more species
has made a surprise appearance in the rabbit grazed lawn and heath in the middle of the sand pit.
Here there is just a single flowering spike of Autumn Lady's-tresses, maybe the first plant of what
could become a new colony of this species away from its main distribution on the downs and
calcareous grasslands near the sea. In this country it is on the edge of its northern range in Europe.
According to Summerhayes in Wild Orchids of Britain it has been known for a long time - the first
written record is in 1584in The Names of Herbes where William Turner mentions 'Lady traces'
flowering after harvest time.

David Lang, in his book Wild Orchids of Sussexremarks that the scent is surprisingly strong
for such a small flower. It is difficult to describe, but at a guess there are hints of vanilla and wild
rose but no coconut, which was suggested by one authority. Many writers just say' sweet scented'
or fail to comment, perhaps assuming that such a small and late flowering plant has little or no
fragrance. That was unlikely to have beerrthe case for the person or persons who thought up this
name so long ago. The scent must surely have been one source of inspiration as well as the plant's
unique spiralling form.



Bee orchid, close up on right.

In June a few Bee Orchids flowered nearby in the same short grassland. They are seen most
years on the lightly disturbed and alkaline soils which are scattered across the middle of the sand
pit. An unexpected situation on the acid Lower Greensand but it might have arisen from either
an excavated calcareous stratum or from chalk imported by lorries during the manufacture of
Midhurst Whites bricks. Whatever the reason, the orchids and other unusual plants owe their
presence, in the general locality, to the replacement of what was once a pine-clad hill by an
industrial quarry. Eventually its bare and infertile soils were critical in allowing those rarer species
to colonise in the absence of competition from more vigorous and common ones. Unfortunately
the sand pit's special flora will soon disappear because of the accelerating birch domination which
is already producing dull uniform woodland of less wildlife and scenic value.

MurrayMarr

Friends of Midhurst Common, Programme for 2004/5

The AGM will be held on Tuesday, 16th November at the Midhurst Intermediate School
when Mr. Chris Howkins will be talking about the uses of the Common in times gone by. We are
splitting this meeting into two parts. The AGM business meeting will start at 7.15; all members are
invited to attend. We will then have a break when a glass of wine and biscuits will be served and
we hope to be joined by non-members to hear Chris Howkins at 8.00.

In order to attract a large audience to this talk we would ask you to display the enclosed
poster if at all possible. r

This winter we are having three work-days on Midhurst Common to continue our
involvement with the conservation management of this fascinating area. All members are
encouraged to join one or more of these work parties, which will be run in conjunction with the
Wealden Sandstone Heaths Project. The dates for your diaries are: Sun. Oct. 17th (restoration of
boggy pools - bring a spade); Sun, Jan. 16th (Rhododendron/pine bashing - bring a bow saw or
pair of cutters, if you have one, if not we can provide); Sun. Mar. 13th (Gorse bashing and clearing
chippings - bring a bow saw, pair of cutters and / or spade / shovel, if you have one, if not we can
provide).

The days start at 10.30 and will go on to mid-afternoon. You are welcome for any part, or all of the day. Bring a
packed lunch if staying all day. Meet at the car park off Bepton Road at 10.30, or ring Mike Edwards, (01730) 810482
for details before the day.


